
MAKING A  MOODBOARD

by Chiara Steemans

A moodboard is a collection of visuals, text, sketches, links,
sources and inspirations for a certain project. 
A moodboard is the best way to communicate your idea
with a team and to get everyone on the same page. 

Where to find inspiration: 
- Pinterest  
- Instagram
- (online) magazines 
- artikels, books 
- movies, video clips, shortfilms, documentaries 

Apps for making a moodboard 
- Moodboard 
- Milanote 
- Canva
- InVision
- GoMoodboard
- Moodzer
- Niice

Sites for making a moodboard
- Canva.com
- Milanote.com 
- Pinterest.com 
- InVision
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STEP ONE:  Project 

- make a title for your project and add a little description 
- make an over-all collage for the project 

example: 

 

 

BLOOMS
a beauty editorial, soft, minial and fresh inspired by spring 
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STEP TWO:  Hair & make-up  

- describe what  you want 
- put visuals of the hair and make-up  

example: 
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MAKE-UP INSPO
- using flowers in the make up look  
- subtle colours
- smooth skin 

HAIR INSPO
- using gel 
-unique styles 
-minimal but eye-catching 
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STEP THREE:  STYLING

- describe what  you want 
- put visuals of the styling

example: 
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STYLING INSPO 
- simple, flowy, feminine
- involving flowers in the styling 
- neutral and/or pastel colors 
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STEP FOUR:  Models

- Put images of the direction you wanna go in model wise, you can find
a lot of models on Pinterest under the term "model polaroids" . 
If you already have someone in mind, you can add their picture.
It's best to add a natural picture so the hmua can see what she/they/he
are working with. 

Example:
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MODEL(S)
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STEP FIVE:  Extra info 

- Put all the necessary info, so everyone is well informed.

Example: 
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INFO
LOCATION:  in ( daylight ) studio, white and beige backdrop 

PROPS: flowers: little flowers with a lot of leaves 

LIGHT: soft light, natural daylight 
backup in case of bad weather: big softbox/umbrella 
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There is no wrong or right in making a mood-board, 
every moodboard has a different purpose. 
Always keep in mind what you want to communicate with your
moodboard and make sure your message is clear so everyone is on
the same page. 

A moodboard doesn't always have to be complex, a simple board on
Pinterest can be all you need in certain situations. 

You should only add what applies for your your project.
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